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(Plates 65-68)

As the mist clears over the Stockji glacier the unmistakable outline of
the Matterhorn begins to take shape. In the foreground four tired

skiers make a slow descent towards Zermatt, thankful that the remainder
of their journey is downhill. A day that began fourteen hours earlier with
a pre-dawn start in chill mountain~air ends in a brash neon-lit shopping
mall. After the exertions of an eight-day, lOOkm journey from Chamonix
there is little joy on arrival. Only sadness' for what the once peaceful
Alpine village of Zerrnatt has become.

Yet I felt satisfied for having completed the project in good time and
good style. It was mid-February and my party had just made the first cross
ing of the season. The memories of grinding ascents and sweeping des
cents amidst breathtaking scenery would take a long time to fade; and
few groups can have made this journey along 'the world's most popular
ski mountaineering route' without meeting any other skiers.

For most ski mountaineers such a successful trip would be the high point
of a winter season, providing entertaining tales for friends back home. For
two members of this party it had been a training trip. The 'big project'
which John Kentish and I had planned for the winter lay 3200km further
east in the Russian Caucasus.

Three previous trips to the Caucasus had made me aware of the huge
potential of this area for mountain adventures in summer or winter. The
project which caught my attention was to open up a Caucasian high-level
ski route through the highest part of the central Caucasus. Some research
revealed that there had been little indigenous Russian ski mountaineering
activity in this area and that obvious natural lines had never been attempted
on skis. The best available maps were quite poor by western standards, but
much better than those I had used while exploring remote ranges in Paki
stan and China. My Russian friends in Moscow gave some helpful advice
and I settled for a route which appeared to be very similar to the Alpine
haute route in length and character. This involved skiing a little over 11Okm
westwards from Vernhey Balkaria to the Elbrus end of the Baksan valley.
The route would cross six high passes of 3400m-390Om and most of the
skiing would be on glaciers above 2500m.
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Even at the planning stage this Caucasian 'haute route' quickly revealed
several important differences from its Alpine namesake. There were only
two small emergency huts along the route, there were no possible resupply
points and, once started, we would never be closer than SOkm to any habi
tation. The most significant factor was that the route traversed close to the
crest of the Caucasian ridge which marks the border between Georgia and
Russia. Seventy per cent of the route was in Russia and thirty per cent in
Georgia. The high mountain areas on either side of this frontier are unin
habited and would be deserted in winter. If all went well we would have no
contact with the armed bandits currently ruling the Georgian district of
Svanetia. However, if injury, starvation or storms forced us to descend
into the Georgian sector our chances of survival were not good. My Rus
sian friends assured me that we would all be robbed, arrested or shot!

Apart from these minor problems the plan looked a good one. The project,
which I had only thought up in January, was set to run from mid-March to
mid-April. John and I recruited two more team members: Mark Scarratt,
who had been on Masherbrum with me in 1991, and Matthias Hammer, a
German friend of his studying at Cambridge. I travelled out to Russia two
weeks ahead of the others and managed to sneak some much-needed extra
ski practice while running a touring programme for some British skiers in
the Adyr Su valley, 2Skm from Elbrus.

The arrival of John, Mark and Matt at expedition HQ in Terskol coin
cided with a huge snowfall. We had a memorable day's skiing on the 800m
north slope of Mount Cheget. This terrifying avalanche-prone slope of
heavy powder was served by a rudimentary chair lift. The Russian skiers
sensibly would not go near the north slope and stayed on the rutted 'pistes'
of the mountain's east side. By the end of the morning we had each made
three nerve-racking runs. Binoculars from the balcony of our hotel a few
hours later revealed twelve sets of less than perfect'S' tracks down the
mountainside, liberally interspersed with erratic turns and large craters ...
the Brits had arrived!

Ski-touring expeditions need to employ many varying tactics to address
the problems of logistics. In alpine countries the excellent network of huts
usually provides the answer. In polar regions the use of pulks enables groups
to operate for considerable periods between resupply points. In Russia the
problems were unique, but so was the solution. Our route was to involve
more than a little technical climbing. This ruled out the use ofpulks and
meant that we would need to carry the necessary mountaineering equip
ment. We would be using tents most nights and needed full camping and
cooking kit. It soon became apparent that we could not carry all of this in
addition to food and fuel for twelve days. The 'Russian' solution to this
dilemma was to hire a relatively inexpensive helicopter to pre-place three
food dumps along the intended route. The plan was to carry all the climb
ing and camping equipment, and meet up with a food dump on every third
day. This way our packs would only weigh 18-20 kilograms.



65. Left
Central Caucasus Ski Traverse 1994:
David Hamilton on the icefall in the
Dykh-Kotiu-Bugoisu glacier.
(John Kentish) (p178)

Below
66. Matthias Hammer and John Kentish

at Camp 2 on the Dykh-Kotiu-Bugoisu
glacier. (David Hamilton) (p178)
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With all the preparations completed, the expedition finally got under
way on 25 March. A 5Jh-hour drive through the dismal villages of
Kabardino Balkaria brought us to the impressive limestone gorge of the
Cherek Balkarski river which guards access to the isolated plain of Upper
Balkaria. Igor the driver did a great job to coax the squat four-wheel drive
bus along the deteriorating mountain track. Five miles beyond the last
habitation, the road became impassable. It was time to pick up our ruck
sacks, shoulder our skis and start walking. The windswept path led through
sparse forest towards mist-shrouded peaks in the far distance. The first wet
snow lay on the ground at an altitude of 1700m. Darkness fell an hour
before we reached our planned campsite at the junction of two rivers. Lit
tle did we realise that a pattern of long days and late arrivals had just been
established.

The next day found us attempting to ski up a narrow gorge on steep
slopes a few metres above a raging torrent of glacial meltwater. Progress
through this hell of trees, bushes and rocks was so arduous that after 411,
hours of effort we had only covered three kilometres. By the afternoon the
terrain improved and we were able to make better progress as we climbed
onto the memorably named Dykh-Kotiu-Bugoisu glacier. Despite skiing
now at over 2500m, the snow became wet and soft in the afternoon sun.
Some very large and alarmingly fresh bear tracks in the snow added to our
worries.

'Too mId by night and too hot by day' is a familiar problem faced by
climbers in a variety of environments. This was our dilemma in the Cauca
sus. Awakening at 5am the next day, it took a superhuman effort in the
cold blue light of dawn to melt snow, cook, eat, strike camp, and start ski
ing by 7.30am. For a few hours the skiing was enjoyable as we slowly
gained height on our continuing westward journey. By mid-morning the
sun's warming rays had ceased to be our welcomed friend and had become
our hated enemy. Time was lost as we were forced to stop and strip off
excess clothing. By the afternoon the snow had become so wet, heavy and
sticky that progress was reduced to a frustrating crawl. Our skins con
stantly clogged up with damp snow as we inched forward beneath the mer
ciless glare of the sun.

But the day's ultimate frustration was to come from a different source.
Our packs were as light as they would ever be, for we were carrying virtu
ally no food. On the evening of day three we were due to collect the first of
the pre-placed food dumps. This had been left at the 'Austrian bivouac' at
the eastern end of the great Bezingi glacier. As the evening sun dipped
below the horizon these supplies were tantalisingly close, only two or three
kilometres ahead. However, a tricky 3960m pass blocked the route. In the
failing light I kicked steps up a steep gully just to the left of the lowest part
of the ridge. The others waited 50m below as I fought to gain the crest of
the ridge. From the top I could see the full panorama of the Bezingi Wall
facing the isolated peak of Dych-Tau across the eastern arm of the Bezingi
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glacier. I could just about ascertain the location of the bivouac hut and I
could also see that it would be impossible to descend towards it from my
present vantage point. The way ahead was barred by a huge ice cliff. It
was dark as we retreated, dragging our exhausted bodies down unstable
snow slopes for a few hundred metres to a point judged safe enough for a
tent platform. It started to snow as we munched on leftover nuts and choco
late from lunch. It would not be entirely correct to state that up until now
our luck had been good. But from this point on it got a great deal worse.

Crossing the Dykhnainsh Pass with our minimalist mountaineering rack
was a precarious venture. Ultra lightweight equipment has much to rec
ommend it as long as you never actually have to use it. With crampons
marked 'not to be used for ice climbing' and a predominantly plastic ice
axe, down-climbing a 200m ice wall was a nerve-racking process; and with
only two ice screws being carried for a 12-day journey, using one to abseil
the first bit of ice encountered was not an option. We had hoped for a
short, easy day, crossing the pass and skiing down to the hut. It was not to
be. The weather deteriorated; the wind increased, visibility worsened,
more snow fell, and soon a full-scale storm enveloped us. Six hours after
striking camp the small triangular shape of the 'Austrian bivouac' loomed
out of the grey gloom. We squeezed in, glad to be out of the howling wind.

Our problems were just beginning. For although food and fuel were now
plentiful Matt was ill. A renal infection from a previous expedition to
Madagascar had flared up. To compound his problems, ill-fitting boots
had given his feet bad blisters. Throughout the night the storm raging out
side the hut continued. Driving spindrift managed to find its way inside,
coating everything in a fine dusting of snow.

The following day was depressingly similar. Trapped in a space akin to
the average garden shed, we ate chocolate, drank tea, and waited. The
storm continued. Various options were discussed, but in the end there was
no realistic alternative to abandoning the trip. Our lightweight philosophy
had left little room for luxuries. However, Mark had sneaked along the
ultimate extravagance - two-thirds of a book. The day was spent tearing
Bonfire of the Vanities into smaller and smaller sections and passing them
around. The four of us retreated into the world of Manhattan's shakers
and movers, broken only by calls of nature which brought us back to the
reality of our situation in the frozen wastes of Bezingi.

The weather seemed no better the next day, but the decision to abandon
our trip and escape down the Bezingi valley had been made. Bidding our
little hut farewell, we roped together and fought our way downhill through
the deep, heavy fresh snow. It was one of the few times I have experienced
a descent on skis which required more effort than most ascents. By early
afternoon the weather had improved significantly. The sky cleared, reveal
ing impressive views of Shkhara, Jangi-Tau, Katyn-Tau and Gestola - the
fabled 'Bezingi Wall'. They were plastered with snow and every few min
utes another huge avalanche would pour down in a thunderous roar.



67. The icefaU in the Dykh-Kotiu-Bugoisu glacier. (David Hamilton) (P178)

68. Descending from the 3960m Dykhnainsh Pass. (David Hamilton) (P178)
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Turning our backs on the great peaks we struck out towards the roadhead
in the valley below. Ahead of us the view was blocked by a bank of low
cloud which quickly rose to greet us, reducing visibility to a few metres. It
was 7pm and dark by the time we had fought our way down the snout of
the glacier and found a flat spot for the tents.

Plastic ski mountaineering boots are not designed for long walks on stony
paths. Our feet were very unhappy after the 20km trek to the nearest vil
lage. The inhabitants were more than a little surprised to see four brightly
clad foreigners, carrying skis and big rucksacks, limping out of the moun
tains. Our first priority was to eat a big meal that contained no freeze-dried
ingredients. In vain we sought to buy some food. We had money: dollars,
roubles and pounds. But the village had no food for sale! A large shop on
the main square had 50m of empty shelf space. The owner held out his
arms in resignation, looked to the sky, shrugged his shoulders and said
'Perestroika!'

I realised that there are a lot of differences between skiing in the Alps
and in the Caucasus. Russia is not yet ready to welcome the hordes of rec
reational ski mountaineers who fill the Alpine valleys each spring. I even
began to think that perhaps Zermatt is not such a bad place to end a ski
tour after all.

Summary: In March 1994 four UK-based skiers attempted to traverse the
highest section of the central Caucasus mountains. The proposed route of
110km ran east to west from Upper Balkaria to the Baksan valley. The trip
was abandoned owing to bad weather and illness, with only one-third of
the journey completed.

Team members: David Hamilton, Matthias Hammer, John Kentish, Mark
Scarratt.
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